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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE - WILF GOODMAN 

Members, 

It is hard to believe, but it won’t be long before the curling season comes to an end. Yes, there is 
still plenty of curling to be completed, and many champions to be crowned, but as I write this up-
date, the reality is the Closing Spiel is only a fe weeks away! 

With that said, let me give you a brief update on the recent work of the Board of Directors, and 
our priorities moving forward. For those of you who are not familiar with the mandate of the Board 
of Directors, it is to oversee the operations of the club on a day-day basis, with an eye to the fu-
ture. By directing our focus both short term and long term, we are poised to meet the needs of 
curlers of today and those who have yet to join the club! 

In my December update, I shared with you that the Board was working on the development of a 
Strategic Plan for the York Curling Club, which would clearly set out our priorities moving forward. 
Furthermore, in the interest of building a plan that services the needs of the members, I indicated 
a survey would be forthcoming in the New Year, where ALL members would be encouraged to share 
their perspectives and points of view. By now you will have received two (2) emails regarding the 
2016 Membership Survey. Thank you to all who have completed it (234 completed survey), and to 
those of you who have put it off for another day, we openly encourage you to share your thoughts 
and feedback.  

So while we remain optimistic that many more members will share their thoughts, I did want to 
share with you five early insights I have drawn from the results to date: 

1. The Members have enjoyed the opportunity to share their thoughts, AND they look to un-
derstand what the collective voice of the members had to say! To that end, we will be 
drafting an Executive Summary of the 2016 Membership Survey, and emailing that to 
you by mid-March. Furthermore, in addition to the Executive Summary, we will post the 
overall results on the York website for all to view at your leisure. 

2. A significant number of the members took time to share their thoughts in detail, through 
the completion of the last “open ended” question. With over 78 comments provided, we 
grouped each comment into one of have 10 categories, and assigned the responses to 
the Board Member overseeing that area (see the chart below for a breakdown of com-
ments) 

3. Of the 78 comments, 22% of the comments were members were HAPPY, as they were 
“singing the praises of our club!” This feedback reinforces what we all know, York Curling 
Club is a special place.  To no one’s surprise, two special people who received shout outs 
were JoAnn and Jack for their never ending commitment to creating a great curling experi-
ence! 
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4. This club has been built on the strength of its volunteers. Given the changing times and 
demographics of the club, we have an opportunity to find a way to better enable our mem-
bers to volunteer within the club. 

5. Each member has an opinion, and while we must operate the club so to meet majority of 
the members’ needs,  we do need  take the time to openly communicate what we are do-
ing, why we are doing it, and how we will be accountable.


2016 Membership Survey 
Summary General Comments 

�

In summary, we are extremely pleased with the input we have received to date and look forward 
to integrating the survey results into our plan moving forward.  

One final point, during the past two years, I have had the pleasure to meet and get to know many 
of you. With over 700 members, it’s hard to meet all of you, but I do encourage you to reach out, 
and introduce yourself, and I will do the same.  

Good curling! 

Wil 

Curling 
Happy 
Building / Facility
Membership 
All Other
JoAnn & Jack
Finance
Bar
Board
Communications
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LITTLE ROCK/JUNIOR CURLING UPDATE 
The Little Rockers are having lots of fun this season and are participating in several new initiatives 
introduced by the OCA. All of the curlers recently participated in the inaugural Hit, Draw, Tap 
Skills Competition. The event is an individual skills challenge starting at the Club level, moving to 
the Regionals and then the 16 finalists in each age category were invited to the Tankard in Brant-
ford to compete on arena ice in front of a large crowd! 

The 3 winners from YCC (1 per age group) that competed in the Regional Finals were Ben Liu (11-1
2 years), Will Vincent (9-10 years) and Spencer Savage (6-8 years). Spencer ended up WINNING the 
Regional Finals and competed against the top 16 in Brantford, where he scored a 28 out of a possi-
ble 30 points. Onlookers of the event included the likes of Richard Hart, Adam Spencer and Glenn 
Howard. When the scores were in, Spencer was the official Ontario Hit, Draw, Tap Champion for 
2016!! A huge congratulations goes out to all participants from YCC who did a phenomenal job! A 
big thank you to Jack for hooking Spencer up with some great YCC cresting for the big day! 

Lisa Vincent
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CLUB MANAGER MESSAGE - JOANN INOUYE 

Some members may be wondering about our recent exhibits of artwork in the Lounge. Our first 
artist was Nancy Sinclair (wife of YCC member Steve Sinclair) and the present works of photogra-
phy on display are from Maureen Munsie. 

Our “resident artist”, Lindsay Davies has committed to doing more canvases for the lounge with a 
curling theme in mind. While Lindsay is working on these pieces, we will continue to show works of 
art on display from members and friends. We feel this is a wonderful way to fill our bare walls, 
while at the same time supporting local artists and benefiting from their talents. 

Nancy has sold two of her pieces to members, and Maureen’s work is on sale at the present time. If 
you are interested in purchasing any artwork, the prices of the pictures are posted on the wall 
next to the “Bar Prices” information. If you have any questions just contact 
joann.inouye.ycc@gmail.com. 

Jo 
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ICE MAKERS MESSAGE - JACK INOUYE 
As of February 15th 2016, it has been 151 days since I started the plant to install the ice for the 
start of the curling season.   That leaves only a few weeks left until we shut the plant down and 
bring another season to a close. 
  
After some issues with power that caused a couple of plant failures early in the season, things 
have settled down quite nicely and the plant has been operating without any further failures.  Our 
scraper is showing some signs of age when the blade fell off last week.  We were able to get the 
faulty part off the scraper and to the machine shop (run by the cousin of one of our members), 
Frank Van Bakel, and we were able to get it repaired at minimal cost.  The next time we may not 
be quite as fortunate and we could be into $12-14 thousand for a new scraper. 
  
Otherwise, operationally things have been going well.  There has been a significant reduction in 
knee and hand prints on the ice this season. However as usual, there are a few that forget and 
stay down on a knee or keep their hand down on the ice as they watch their rock go to the other 
end.  Scratch marks beside the hacks still occur from time to time.  This is caused by curlers who 
do not keep their sliding foot flat on the ice during their delivery.  If you find scratch marks beside 
the hack after you throw, work at keeping the sliding foot flat on the ice through your complete 
delivery. 
  
Thank you for keeping your grippers clean and refreshed as required.  This has helped keep our ice 
surface clean and reduce the number of rocks that pick. 
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YCC ON ICE FALL UPDATE 

As many of you are aware, we are seeing an increase in the amount of on ice falls in Curling Clubs 
across the province and even at our own. In an effort to have an effective safety protocol in place for 
all Members, the Board has developed a protocol for all Members to follow in the event someone 
falls. We ask that you please review the protocol below that will be posted on ice at all sheets as well 
as at the bar. Ultimately, the Bar Tenders, Club Manager and League Convenors will be the main 
point persons in the case of an incident, however having all Members on board only increases the 
efficacy in the event of a fall. 


York Curling Club 
On-Ice Fall Safety Protocol April 2016 

220 Muriel Street, Newmarket Ontario, L3Y 3N3 
905-898-2155 

Scenario 1: A Fall Occurs; Phone at Ice Level 

1. Fall occurs - The Skip of the team whose Player fell delegates one Player to call 911 
2. The Player dispatched to the on-ice phone 
3. In response to the 911 Dispatch, Player provides the required information (based on posted 

York Curling Club information card located at each phone) 
4. The following questions will be asked to the Player by the Dispatch: 

• YCC Address 
• Phone number 
• Entrance location for EMS 
• Patient condition 
• Confirmation of dispatch of EMS 

5. Player then notifies the Bartender (or Club Manager  if no Bartender present) of the fall 
6. The Player’s emergency contact via the CCM on the website is contacted in regards to the 

incident 
7. Incident Report started by the Bartender or Club Manager  and filed as information from 

EMS is provided 

Scenario 2: A Fall Occurs; No Phone at Ice Level and Bartender or 
Club Manager/Ice Maker Working 

1. Fall occurs – the Skip of the team whose Player fell delegates one Player to notify the Bar-
tender on duty, Club Manager or Ice Maker and requests 911 to be called 

2. In response to the 911 Dispatch, the Bartender, Club Manager or Ice Maker provide required 
information (based on posted card with required information located at each phone) 

3. The following questions will be asked to the Player by the Dispatch: 
• YCC Address 
• Phone number 
• Entrance location for EMS 
• Patient condition 
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• Confirmation of dispatch of EMS 
• The Player’s emergency contact via the CCM on the website is contacted in regards 

to the incident 

4. The Player’s emergency contact via the CCM on the website is contacted in regards to the 
incident 

5. Incident Report  started by the Bartender, Club Manager or Ice Maker and filed as informa-
tion from EMS is provided 

Scenario 3: A Fall Occurs; No Bartender, Club Manager or Ice Maker 
Present/Working 

  
1. Fall occurs – the Skip of the team whose Player fell delegates one Player to call 911 using 

the phone located at the Bar 
2. In response to the 911 Dispatch, the Bartender, Club Manager or Ice Maker provide required 

information (based on posted card with required information located at each phone) 
3. The following questions will be asked to the Player by the Dispatch: 

• YCC Address 
• Phone number 
• Entrance location for EMS 
• Patient condition 
• Confirmation of dispatch of EMS 

4. The Player’s emergency contact via the CCM on the website is contacted in regards to the 
incident 

5. The Club Manager is informed of the incident, opens an incident report, completes and files 
as information is finalized by EMS 
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